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1.. The cross-section for proton-hydrogen charge 
exchange scattering (in  units of aQ2)* The 
number in parenthesis is the power of 10 by which 






1. The contour for the representation of T given
2, The electron capture cross-section for the f i r s t  
order ( l )  and the second order ( I I )  in the Faddeev 
expansion (*+.2) is plotted vs. incident proton 
energy E in MeV. The corresponding results of 
Brinkmann-Kramers (BK), Jackson-Schiff (JS) and 
Orisko (D) are also plotted for comparison. All 
oss-sections are multiplied by the. term
3. The angles between the various vectors £,] >£2
by Eq. (3 .9 ). 30
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ABSTRACT
A Faddeev type expansion is derived for the transition ampli­
tude for the electron capture process in the proton hydrogen 
scattering. Using Nutt's expression for the two particle off the- 
energy-shell Coulomb T-matrix, and considering the terms through 
second order in Faddeev's expansion an expression for the charge 
exchange amplitude is derived for this process. The results of the 
numerical calculations are compared with the corresponding results 
of Brinkmann and Kramer and of Jackson and Schiff. Our results 
for the cross-section at high energies are given by the numerical 
formula:
energy of the incident proton in units of 100 kev. At high 
energies, an analytical expression for the cross section, retaining 
only the terms through f i r s t  order in T-matrix in the expansion for 
the transition operator, is obtained. In the high energy l im it ,  
our results approach the Brinkmann-Kramers formula.




This dissertation deals with the formulation of charge exchange 
scattering in proton-hydrogen collis ion. The momentum representa­
tion of the two partic le  Coulomb T-matrix is used in the Faddeev 
type expansion for the transition matrix. The importance of this 
appraoch is evident from a brief summary of the present status of 
this problem.
1 2 3The excellent reviews by Bransden ' and Watson bring out
c learly  the confusion that exists in the theory of the proton-
hydrogen rearrangement co llis ion . The f i r s t  classical calculation
L
of the capture cross-section was made by Thomas in 1927. He
found that at large incident proton energies, this is proportional
to v where v is the velocity of the incident proton. The f irs t
5
quantum mechanical treatment was given by Brinkmann and Kramers 
(BK) . The capture cross-section given by the equation (5.10) was 
calculated in the f i r s t  Born approximation neglecting the inter­
action between the two protons. Since the incident and outgoing 
partic les are very heavy, the inter-proton potential should not 
contribute to the cross-section at least to the order m/M, where
m is the mass of the electron and M is the mass of the proton.
-12They found that the cross section has a v ■ dependence.
Subsequently Jackson and Schiff^ (JS) repeated this calculation
with the addition of the proton-proton interaction. They found
-12that this new calculation did not a l te r  the v dependence at 
very high proton velocities (a few Mev) but reduced the magnitude 
of the cross-section by a factor of 0.661, They also found that 
the cross-section in the lower energy experimental region (25 to
250 kev) is reduced by a factor o f t o , in excellent agreement
7 8 9with experiments of Ribe, Whitter and Keene for protons in
hydrogen gas.
The fact that the inter-proton potential provides a large 
contribution to the f i r s t  Born approximation, is enough in i ts e lf  
to show the inadequacy of the approximation, even i f  the comparison 
with experiment is apparently satisfactory. I t  is natural to ask 
what corrections are provided by the higher terms in a Born series.
In the high energy lim it  Drisko^ evaluated the cross-section, taking 
the f i r s t  three terms of the Born series and found the cross-section 
to be
0r B* £ o . 3 l < l +  sJ , r J  ’
\
BKwhere a is the Brinkmann-Kramers cross-section. Similar results 
have been obtained by Pradhan^ using the Impulse approximation.
These higher order calculations have some interesting features.
I t  has been shown that the inter-proton potential, which gives a 
large contribution to the f i r s t  order matrix element, is indeed 
cancelled by the second order terms. Further no matter how high 
the energy is , we observe that the Born series does not converge to
its f i r s t  term.
I t  is not known whether the Born series for the transition
amplitude for rearrangement collisions converges. The Born series
12for the Green's function can be shown to be divergent, but this
may not imply the divergence of the series for the transition
13amplitude. Recently Dettmann and Liebfried have shown that
for a certain class of one dimensional problems, the rearrangement
collis ion cross-section at high velocities is given exactly by the
second Born approximation. I t  is not clear whether this result
has significance for three dimensional problems.
in an attempt to improve the BK and JS approximations and to
understand the role of the controversial inter-proton interaction
term, Bassel and Gerjuoy'^ (BG) turned to the distorted wave Born
approximation. They did not actually use the distorted waves, but
used an effective interaction which would have resulted had they
done so. Numerical results obtained from the BG approximation
seem to be less accurate then either of the two Born expressions.
15Mittleman has derived a modified form of the Born approximation 
which purports to compensate for spurious contributions to the 
transition amplitude due to the non-orthogonality of the asymptotic 
in i t ia l  and final state wave functions. This method is somewhat 
similar to that of BG.
16Mittleman and Quong have proposed yet another approximation, 
which they call the Phase approximation. In this approximation 
the BK expressions are used, except that the plane waves describing 
the motion of the incident partic le  are replaced by elkonal-like
wave functions. The resuits obtained from this approximation are 
similar to those of JS.
The lack of a systematic general theory of this process 
prevents our giving a corresponding systematic analysis of the 
v a lid ity  of the various approximations discussed. All of these 
have avoided the complexity of the'three body problem through the 
use of some form of the Born approximation.
In this confused situation we believe i t  is useful to
17investigate procedures based on Faddeev's equations for three 
partic le  systems. The use of a formally cor.rect procedure for 
the three body problem may help to c la r i fy  the ambiguities present
in other approaches. The importance of this approach has been
1 2 3pointed out by Bransden ’ and Watson. All the calculations
described thus far are based on a formal generalization of the
Born approximation to the three partic le  processes. The main
contribution of Faddeev in 1960 was to prove the nonexistence
of such a Born series and to put forward a correct formulation
for the three partic le  scattering problems. The conventional
Born approximation scheme begins with the construction of the
Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) equation or the equation satisfied by
the T-matrix. Formal 1y writing such a LS equation for three
partic le  problems is beset with the divergence d if f ic u lt ie s
associated with the disconnected diagrams. This is the origin of
the troubles with a l l  the previous work mentioned above. Faddeev
devised a technique to overcome this by rewriting the LS equation
for the T-matrlx in terms of a sum of a set of three operators
T ^  , i = 1, 2 , 3 each of which obeys a coupled integral equation 
with a compact kernel. Faddeev has rigorously established the
18uniqueness of the solutions for his equations, Later Lovelace 
19and also Newton were able to express the transition operators 
of any three partic le  process in terms of the Faddeev type operators 
obeying coupled integral equations with compact kernels. This, 
is discussed in more detail in the next chapter of this disserta­
tion. Some applications of Faddeev's procedures to scattering 
problems involving three particles such as electron-hydrogen have 
already appeared,^"^5
The solution of the Faddeev's integral equations is a formidable 
task in i ts e l f .  For the high energy rearrangement processes of 
the type we are considering, i t  may therefore suffice to use an 
ite ra tive  solution for these equations. This procedure replaces 
the e a r lie r  Born series. The new series has the attractive  feature 
that a l l  the potentials are replaced by the corresponding two 
body T-matrices, and the leading term in the transition operator 
for the rearrangement collision is the electron-proton potential.
The Faddeev type expansion for the charge exchange transition  
operator for the proton-hydrogen problem provides a basically
correct method for solution. The integral representation of two
26partic le  Coulomb Green's function by Schwinger and the
corresponding momentum representation of the Coulomb T-matrix by 
27Nutt prompted us to investigate the transition amplitude. In 
this dissertation we shall discuss the proton hydrogen charge 
exchange problem, considering the terms through second order only.
The material is arranged in different sections as follows:
Chapter II  contains a formal theory of rearrangement collisions. 
The importance of the formally correct procedure for the three body 
problem given by Faddeev^ is discussed. The expressions for the 
transition operators for the rearrangement processes are derived 
from the work of Faddeev. An expansion of the transition operator 
is obtained in terms of the two partic le  T-matrices. Chapter 111 
deals with the two partic le  o ff the-energy-shel1 Coulomb T-matrix. 
Starting from the momentum representation of the Coulomb Green's 
function by Schwinger, 26 various forms of the momentum representa­
tion of the two body Coulomb T-matrices are obtained. The 
analytic structure of the Coulomb T-matrix is also discussed.
In Chapter IV, the matrix elements are evaluated in d e ta il .  
Because of the complexity of the matrix elements, they are calcu­
lated in the high energy approximation. In the high energy lim it  
an analytic expression is obtained for the f i r s t  order matrix 
element. Chapter V deals with the evaluation of the total cross- 
section for the terms of the various orders in the expansion for  
the transition matrix. The results obtained are discussed and 
compared with the corresponding results of Brinkmann and Kramers 
and of Jackson and Schiff. F inally  those derivations that could 
not be easily Incorporated Into the text are given in the 
appendices.
CHAPTER 11
T-MATRIX EXPANSION FOR THE CHARGE EXCHANGE AMPLITUDE
1, A General Theory of Rearrangement Collisions.
In this part of the dissertation we shall give a formal theory 
for the rearrangement collis ion in terms of the Faddeev type
1Q 28T-matrices. Following the work of Newton and Rajagopal, the 
Hamiltonian operator can be decomposed into two parts
f!~  Ho i- H
in which Hq represents the Hamiltonian of the particles in the
absence of interaction between them and H1 is the interaction
Hamiltonian. The Green's functions associated with H, denoted 
±by G are defined by
± f
( E ,  = .   -----±------------------------------  ( 2 . 2)
E — H + 6  7i
and the free partic le  Green's function associated with H iso
defined to be
Gr0 CE) —  --------------------- -- . ( 2 . 3)
E — Ho ’L <71,
In the equation (2.3) a small positive Imaginary term is 
introduced to satisfy appropriate boundary conditions.
8'.
The operators G^E) and G^(E) satisfy  the following Lippmann 
Schwinger equations
G T c e ) z=l 6 / c e )  +  G -*ce) h '/S -^ e )
=  Gh<z) +  h ' & C e)  . ( 2 ' 4>
The corresponding equations for the state vectors are
T ( t )  ' . 7 (±)
( £ M )  =  +  G*CE> t t ' f  (E m )  ( 2 . 5)
=  A  C£j<) +  <$*ce ) y  %  ( e , * )
The state vectors are normalized such that
^  % c eU ')>  =  < $ % , * )  i
=. S a r -e ')
(2.5a)
( 2 .6)
The fundamental scattering amplitudes are specified by the 
elements of the S-matrix. I f  the states and  ̂ are chosen
to be monoenergetic, we have
^  < £ ( & / » / s / % ( £ , « £ >  ( 2 . 7)
as the defining expressions for S. But since S commutes with Hq, 
this is a multiple of , Moreover when H=Hq , S«1 and
no scattering takes place. Thus i t  is convenient to define a
9
T-matrix such that
<S,cefi,p)ls /  mautoy =  <0.c%.p) I %,ok.'<>y
-&v< X ^ ce) ,
we can then immediately obtain a useful formula for *
using ( 2 .5a) the difference between and Y ^  becomes
¥ C E * ) ~  ¥ ( £ * )  - - 3 .1 T ‘t S C £ - H ) t i / ^ C £ , « )
Insertion in ( 2 . 7) yields
=  < X c i j )  1  X c k , - o ~ y  
-  J r i  Scefl-^) m i
—  I
-  n r - i  £ ($ ,-£ < )  £ c e , , X y  .
Because of (2 .6 ) ,  the comparison of (2.10) and (2.10a) with 
gives us the expressions
X p < C £ )  -  < £ % > & /»  I









These are the formulas commonly used In the calculation of the 
S-matrix and the scattering amplitudes. Use of the eq, (2,5)  
allows us to verify  that both right hand sides of ( 2 . 11) are •, 
equal and that
<2 . 12)
Very often, the centre of mass momentum separates out as 6(P,-P,') . 
Then
~  S C f-X ') J<C£) . ( 2. 13)
The dependence of the T-matrix on the total momentum a fte r  the 
removal of the 6- function, is usually not e x p lic it ly  indicated.
I t  is im plic it in the choice of reference frame. In the centre of 
mass system one chooses PfO. The equation (2.12) shows that 
T ^ (E ) is the matrix element between the free states of energy E, 
of the operator
T(£)  =  H' + H'G-Ie) h' (2.14)
*4*Insertion of the integral equation (2,4) for G gives us an inte­
gral equation for the operator T,
-Re) n  + TCE><£cE)Hf
=  f t '  +  H / <5-*ce)  t c e )  .
(2 .1 5 )
According to the defin ition (2 .8 ) ,  T^ (E ) refers only to a 
single energy. This is simply an expression of the fact that 
energy is conserved. Nevertheless, the expression on the right 
hand side of ( 2 . 11) can be evaluated with two d ifferent energies:
**■ ■ = ■ < - £ ( * £ )  I / / ' f : i ? c i o >  = % ( s ,^ jy
( 2 . 16)
— <2? (fafi) I  HI $0(Z,cOy = ̂  j  T(Eft)I
These are called o ff  the-energy-shel 1 extens.ions of the matrix T. 
Sometimes i t  is convenient to use a more general o ff the-energy- 
shel 1 extension of T by taking the matrix elements of T(E) between 
states neither of which have the energy E,
^iko(EfltP ) l T C E ) ( % ( E * t° 0 y  - (2.17)
We shall now discuss the case of three particles in mutual 
interaction and with possible pairwise bound states. I f  partic le  
1 impinges upon a bound state ( 2 , 3) a number of processes are 
possible. I f  (1,2) system has bound states, partic le  1 may pick 
up partic le  2 and the f ina l state may consist of partic le  3 and 
the system (1,2) separating from one another. This is called a 
rearrangement collis ion.
In attempting to describe this co llis ion , i t  is clear that 
in the division of the Hamiltonian (2 .1 ) ,  taking HQ as the kinetic  
energy alone is not meaningful. This is because the state in the
12
in f in ite  past has two of the particles bound. Only the projectile  
is free. What we want then is a division of the Hamiltonian into 
a part H= .that is le f t  when the two in i t ia l  fragments are takena
far apart and call the remainder H ' .  Let R, be the centre of mass3 "*1





H -  Wo. +  H*. . ( 2 . 19)
In the case of the rearrangement co llis ion , the Hamiltonian 
which governs a state of interest at t +00 is not the same as the 
one which governs the in i t ia l  state at t  -* We must therefore 
distinguish between the in i t ia l  Hamiitonian and the various 
possible final state Hami1tonians. We shal1, therefore, label them 
with different subscripts and refer to the different possib ilit ies  
as the arrangement channels,
H ~  (4* +  ^ r •= . ,
(2 .20)
Then just as in (2.5)
■z (£*) = ■£(£*) + <r/(e) fix' 1? acE ^)
13
( 2 -2 0-  '& C Z-0 +  < r (d  i i  (E,*> ,
with y.
<Ta ( £ )  -
and a similar set In terms of 'b 1. ¥^(E,a) is the eigenstate ofd
the Hamiltonian H .d
We now define
.( - ) . 7-W
I  $  (£ * ,* )>  =  4 , /  ,
using ( 2 . 21) ,  one obtains
f t  i s * ) - .  Y c e # j  =  -  S <£-H ) Hx'$ , ( £ * )
=  - * m -  SCE-M) h / ? 6 ce,«) ■
So that
<-■%($./>} 1 ^ 1  t x ( ^ y  =  < $ $ . # / ? ( % , « ) >
=  <r /  ^ ' c ^ y




We normalize the a-states in the following way:
C 3 t~ ie fi.f i)  I  -  <£fc SLtp
Then, as before, we define the T-matrix
=  *>.£<p see*-eA) - j j t  "Xp+ce)
wi th
%*(£■) =  C£,fi) jU /lg ^ U x jy
—  C -)
~ ce,fi) I H. I  f *  (£,*)> ■
F ina lly  the 6- function that conserves the total momentum is 
as in (2 .1 3 ) .  Now, we have from equation (2.26)
= < ■ %  ce,p) /  ( //+  ^  '<? % ) f t / j  %  c e ^ y  .
So that T ^  is a matrix element between eigenstates of the 
Hamiltonians Ha and of the operator
~ r  ut '+  u ;  g -% )







Tfa -  H* +  y /< r C £ j  (4^  • (2.29)
The Green's function G (E) satisfies the following equations 
<TCS) -=s ^  (  e )  -t- $ / ( £ )  H* ( r te j
' i
-  <t« C £ )  +  <r(£ ) H i  <t ?CE) . (2.30)
(2 .3 0
/
The ordinary T-operators Tga and T ^  are defined by 
~fko. =. Ua +  hJ  <t  +ce) Ha /  -
— ~h Ha dfyCE) Xa.
~%h -  # 1  +  <TtE) tf&
=  « * ' +  t i ' f f a j ’ f t  •
Using Eqs. (2 .30 ), (2.31) and (2.32) i t  is easy to show that
Ha (£) ■=■ %.<x CE) <$£ *CE)
<?(£) Hj =  '& % >  X«CE)
(2.32)
Ut $ \ e)  ct Y f l W
XrCE) f f /  =  <sr*cE) X a C E j
(2.33)
and similar equations obtained by. interchanging "a" and "b". Then
16
1 & a W  =  to / +  Mb TaaCe)
=  +  Tl \ ce)  & *cb)  He




and similar equations for T^a
The nonexistence of a single scattering operator can now be
understood from the point of view of the T-operator. I t  is, of
*1*course, always possible to define T 5 H1 + H' G H1 in terms of
the entire interaction H*. One may then be tempted to express
any scattering amplitude as appropriate matrix-elements of T on
the basis of the eigenstate of Hq , even for rearrangements,
instead of using the matrix elements of the operator on
basis Yg and Y^. This leads to an expression T^g in terms of T.
However, the formal manipulations use the LS equations to express
Y or Y, in terms of Y and vice versa. And ju s t  for the states' a d o
of interest ( i . e .  partia l bound states) there are no such LS 
equations. There is no state Yq of (approximately) fixed energy 
from (or into) which Yq or Y  ̂ develops.
2. Faddeev's Method
Consider a system of three interacting partic les. The 
Hamiltonian for the system can be written as
b =  M , *  b '  . (2 35)
Here HQ is the sum of the kinetic energies of the three particles
and
3
I / . ' /  //. _  >,. • ! . I \
.36)
is the potential energy of the system, where the three particles  
are labelled by i , j  and k. The three body LS equation is
T(e) =. fiy + h ' ĝ ce) TCB) . (2.37)
To understand the fundamental problem of the three body LS equation, 
we iterate the equation ( 2 . 37)
TCB) ■= + ( i t *
■ =■ C  U' + K +  V 0*14 <&+tc, * - - -  J
+  [  Ifx +  k  <£*!/>. + ------------- J
C ^3 +  ^  ^  +    J
^  L ^ tic, $ 0+l/, + — J  & + [_  v* —  7
^  ' (2.37a)
In the rearranged series ( 2 . 37a) the potentials appear in an 
in f in ite  series as shown grouped in square brackets, each of 
which is formerly a three body t-matrix representing the inter­
action of two particles and the th ird Is free. This type of three 
body t-matrix w il l  be denoted by Tj(E)
(18)
~Q (E) — 14* +  Vi <To( e)  Vi - f  Vi GfcejVi & £ z ) Vi + --------
14’ +  Vi <^iCE) ~QC&) '
(2 .38)
The terms like  VjGo+(E)V. in the expansion (2.37a) give rise 
to the 6-function singularities due to the conservation of the 
momentum of the. partic le  i .  These s ingularities , make the 
integral kernel badly behaved.
Faddeev^ in i 960 realized this problem and decomposed T(E) 
into three components
T C e )  =  T ( £ )  -f  t \ e )  +  T 3( E )  ,
(2.39)
where
i  ■ . +
T Cs) Vt + l/i free) Tee) , (2.40)
In matrix form (2.40) can be written as
Tee) \ VI
T i e )
T 3c e )
=  V,
/
V, V i] f T ‘E > \
fc k Gb<e) T h ) 1
[ v , k k T h l j (2.40a)
As i t  stands, the equation (2.40) is a set of integral equa-
j t
tions with each T coupled to a l l  three operators TJ , j  » 1,2,3.
Even the kernel of these equations is not compact because of the 
presence of terms like  V.Go+(E)T*(E) which give rise to 6-function 
singularities.
We rewrite the equation (2.40) as
[  ( -  K ' & O ]  t \ e)  =  Ut +  t/v OiCE) Z  T i e )  . ^  ^
+Since V.Gq (E) is not an identity operator, the inverse of operator 
0 - v .got ( e) ]  exists. From equation (2.38) we obtain




Therefore the use of equation (2.42) in equation (2 .4 l)  gives 
the equation
•(/
Tee) — T ( £ )  +  Z  ^ c e )  <£ce) t \ e )  . (2.43)
These are the well-known Faddeev's equations which are written  
in a compact form as
M e A o T W T(£)
T 2(£) — T ie ) ~h X.CE) 0 %CE)
\TS (E )j \T ,<V r*(E)
te w
r h \
T h )  
t \ e) j
(2 .4 4 )
20
Since no approximation is made so fa r ,  the solution of (2,44)
original equation (2 .37 ). The kernel of the integral equation
propert ies:
(1) The original 6-function singularities are removed.
(2) The compactness assures us of a unique solution by the 
ordinary matrix inversion techniques In principle.
In spite of these advantages a precise numerical solution of
these equations Is almost impossible. This, is because (2.44)
is a coupled set of three dimensional integral equations. In the
angular momentum representation, these become an in f in ite  set
21of one dimensional coupled equations.
3. Newton's Version of Faddeev's Theory
In this section we shall consider the transition operators 
19given by Newton and the relation of these with the Faddeev
29operators as derived by Shastry and Rajagopal, We begin with 
a system of three Interacting particles 1, 2 and 3 and consider 
the following scattering processes:
1 2  3yields T , T and T whose sum is the exact solution of the
(2.44) is shown to be compact^ and as such possesses the following
(2.45a)
1 + C * , 3 )  .2 +  C 3 , ± ) .  ,
(2.45b)
i  +  3 f  { ! * * )  j
(2 .4 5 c )
21
1 + (5,3 ) 1 + 2 + 3 (2.45d)
Permutations of 1, 2 and 3 give the rest of the processes.
The decomposition of the Hamiltonian In the in i t ia l  state 
corresponding to these processes is
H =  H, +  H '  ,
u,=. h. + if ;  H,'= k+  tj,
In a similar way the decomposition of the Hamiltonians for 
final states can be w ritten . Now using (2.31) and (2.3*0 
for the transition operators for process (2 .45a), (2.45b) 
(2.45c) denoted by T j j ,  ^2 ]* ^31' respectively,
the
, we get 
and
"7^ =  K  +  1̂ 3 ~+ C +  3̂ ) T ,  ,
7 ^ 1  r: ^3 + V, +  (  I/3 +■ Vt )  df,
t  ,
^  +  V* +  O j + t 'O T„  . (2.46)
In the combined form these can be written
X  =  Z . K  -t- II. Vk < 5 *  77,
* (2.47)
We now define three auxilary T-operators
X ^ L =  f  +  s3 j.)  + V ^ < X ~ r , ,
(2.48)
in terms of which the original T's are expressed as
7  =  , X kt  .
Substitution of Tj j from (2,**9) into (2.48) gives
-2^1 =  X J t  +  Z 3 I)
Now using the relation
=  G.++
and
we get for (2.50) the following
We rewrite the equation (2.53) as









As shown In the last section [l-V jG o+]“ * exist and hence
3 $ t ' m
+ L i - ' v ^ f ' z  Vj- e * X k i
k ij .
(2.55)
Now using the equation (2.42) we get the following equations .
equations with the same Faddeev compact kernel. These equations 
d if fe r  from (2.44) only in the zero in the inhomogeneous term.
I t  should be noted, however, that In contrast to the T of (2.37) 
the present operators are d irectly  useful for the calculation 
of rearrangement cross sections. In order to describe a ll  possible 
such rearrangements, we need also the T-operators for 2(1,3) and 
3(1,2) in the incident channel. They are obtained just as in (2 .57 ).
To relate Tjj to the solutions of the conventional Faddeev
or in matrix form
(2.57)
These equations are derived in a different way by Rajagopal. 
Thus we see that satisfy the Faddeev type coupled integral
24
equations, the following set of auxMary operators T jJ are defined
t / =  t  s t j  + s . 7 < s , #  ,
*  *  k+j. (2.58)
such that
Using (2 .43 ), (2.56) and (2.58) we pbtain
Z j i  =  Tz t  5 * =  r t (2 .60)
and
The corresponding operators. j ( i  « 2,3) for the rest of the 
processes can be obtained by proper permutations of the indices 
1 , 2 and 3 .
For the present work we shall be interested in the rearrange­
ment of the type (2.45b). From (2.49) the transition operator 
T2J for this process Is given by
(2 .6 2 )
With the help of the coupled equations ( 2 . 56) we can expand T2 ]
25
as a series of the form
T i i  =  +  T»
+  +  T ,G +T3 -h H  <5if Ti
( 2 .62)
The transition amplitude for this process is therefore given
by
■ x . t i r i  ■ * ! * ? >  .
( 2)where 7 denotes the asymptotic f in a l state in which partic le  
2 is free and is the asymptotic in i t ia l  state with partic le
1 free.
I f  one keeps only the f i r s t  term in the expansion (2.62) for 
T2 j the Brinkmann-Kramers approximation is obtained. I f  one 
retains the f i r s t  two terms in ( 2 . 62) and replaces by the 
potential the Jackson-Sch?ff formula results (Born approxima­
tio n ). The conventional Born approximation for this process is 
(V1 + V^); and the "Born Series" Is obtained when a l l  the T-matrices 
are replaced by their conventional potential series.
CHAPTER I I I  
THE TWO BODY COULOMB T-MATRIX
In this chapter, a momentum representation of the two body
26Coulomb T-matrix is derived from the work of Schwinger and 
30Ford for the representation of Coulomb Green's function. The 
T-matrix is given by
Tfe)  -  l / t  1/  . -
( 3 . 0
with
G ~ ( e ) ~  ~~l—    i £ ± =  £  ±  -iil
£ +- « „ - U  J L • ( 3 . 2)
Here Hq is the Hamiltonian for the system in the absence of inter­
action and V is the interaction giving rise to the scattering,
The total energy of the system is denoted by E.
• j*
I f  the free partic le  Green's function Gq is defined by.
Ho
then i t  is easy to check the relation
(Sr(E) =  <5bCe) -t (Site) Tee) &*<■£)
26
(3.3)
( 3 .4 )
27
We shall consider the T-matrix in the momentum representation, 
with the matrix elements denoted by (k^TfE) |jk )̂ .  For most 
quantum mechanical systems, the T-matrix cannot be given In closed
form. However, the case of a two-particle system with pure Coulomb
26,30-32 26interaction has been studied extensively. Schwinger
has derived integral representations for the Coulomb Green's
function. From these representations, the Coulomb T-matrix can be
obtained d irec tly .
Ze2The Coulomb potential V(r)  -----— , in the momentum
representation is given by the matrix element
- i  ■ (3 5 )
^  I t - h i
The following expression for the momentum representation of Coulomb 
Green's function is due to Schwinger (M = 1)
< k , i ^ ) i b y  =  ze* f 1 1
e - T ki IT?-1 e -T fe £ . Tk
• —-C 2)
■ZsL » _ X *  U t --------- 1_______________ I  1
2 i r  °  - I  E~ \
(3.6)
where
T'f, -  A m  >
v  -  Z e S n .  (3.7)
= a -m E .
The Green's function is regular everywhere in the complex 
E plane with the exception of the physical energy spectrum. This 
consists of the negative energy eigenvalues and the positive energy 
spectrum.
In the momentum representation (3.*0 takes the form
< fe .|  < ? « •> /* '?  =
e -
E -  Tix  ~ e - r k i  l3 ‘ '
Comparison of (3.8) with (3.6) yields the following expression for 
the T-matrix
< f e | T f £ ; / f c >  = - Z * L -  _!—  Z s L . n v  .
* T T Z { k * -  fe,/Z JtTT1 L
V U t —  ____________________________7
„ i -  ( E - T t j c e -  C i - t ?  - I  *
The denominator in the square bracket is simplified to give
k— ^  I p  r y  . “ * “ir
£ktlT(£)\k?7 = ----------  —---------------------------------- — i  $ { 3 9 )
29
Now we use the identify  
/
I / " " < ■ ■ ■ >
(3.11)
Here the integration contour CQ begins at p = 1 + Oi, where 
the phase of t is zero and terminates at p = 1 - Oi, a fter  
encircling the origin in the positive sense. The contour CQ can 
be deformed as shewn in f ig .  1, into the uni.t c irc le  excluding 
the pole of the integrand lying within the unit c irc le , one can 
w rite , using (3.11)
/
/  t / •  — < V
j d t  £  6 * 0  =  —  • f , d i .  t  6  ■ • )
*  e  - /
and therefore
< ft, I T(**J ihy =  -  . f
~ '  A T T *  Ik,-hi* Ll ‘
- i lJ  ~l . ( 3 . 1 2 )
X (m — -  7
J 6 C f—6) — 4 £ J
Co
The sign of Z determines the a ttractive  or repulsive nature of the 
T-matrix.
27This representation was f i r s t  derived by Nutt. The integrand 
in (3.12) can be factored into two simple poles, one lying inside 
the unit c irc le  and the other outside,
30
kz i r c k lj  i k , y  -  _  — L f t
4 7T1 I k r - k . l ^ LAi '
31
- 4 ^ - j - f u  7 — * " “ 7 (3.13)
2where t± are the roots of the equation cC1 -  t) -  bt » 0 and 
are given by
f i+  6- — /
t+  ~  =
J1 + T  +  t - (3.1*0
The energy-shell condition is given by 
k *  XT h *  =  fek* ,
for which e and therefore t+ vanishes. Then by Cauchy's theorem
( l / * ~  l d i )  7 * - t  =  0  ■ < » ■ « >
Therefore for small c the integrand in (3.12) can be expanded in a
series, uniformly convergent on the unit c irc le . The term in
square bracket in (3.12) then becomes, making use of (3.15)»
r—c‘a>
i _  f  , ,  ( Uk v  f  IL t
e * * - i  I  T c m * .  4< =  [ ' < ? - >  I  ■ £ « - & - * *
-  - h i - /  —/
_ , , tev (ji. t n 7
C,
32
—t v - t
=  / +  l # - t  " 7 >  +  0 6 ^ 7
(3.16)
.? C i+ V3-) 
Hence near (  mO
-h 0 < &  .
< k * t r a A i k i >  = . -  — - j  r  g  +  o^<?v 7 .
-277* / & - * . /  L 4G+vx) J
(3.17)
Thus i t  is clear that the two body Coul.omb T-matrix in the
momentum representation vanishes on the energy she ll.  This
feature should not be considered as paradoxical because, i t  can
be resolved by noting that the long range Coulomb potential
26distorts  the free asymptotic states. Nutt has e x p l ic i t ly  
obtained the Coulomb amplitude by such a procedure.
The T-matrix has poles when \ V  is any positive integer. In 
the case of an a t tra c t iv e  p o ten tia l,  these are the bound states. 
For a repulsive p o ten tia l,  we ca ll these s ing u larities  the 
'ant? bound s ta te s '.  In order to show this  e x p l ic i t ly  we proceed 
as follows:
The integral in (3 .9 )  can be w ritten  in factored form by the 
use of the roots t . . Thus,
d i   -------
(3 . 18)
/ ■
-  *  a t - i . ) ' f a  *  [ t t - T z r ] ,
33
where a  ® W.
Successive integration by parts Is done by introducing a 
small f in i te  imaginary part to t+ and t_ and then the lim it when 
the imaginary part vanishes is inferred by an analytic continua­
tion. We thus obtain
where
X+ = ( I -  i ± ) ~ '
and F is the Hypergeometric function.
Thus we have the following representation for T-matrix
17*) r e t - * ) _____
(3.19)
<  i - r a n  / * , >  = -  z £ — L —  r ,
A * *  i k > - k , r L £ ( { - -tv) c * + - * - )  -
j ]  (3 .2 ,)
Now the condition Re <fc < 1 can be relaxed and we can define
3**
2
|T( k. ) [ jk j)  everywhere except fo r  the poles corresponding to 
\V “  1 *2 ,3 * -” . From the representation given by (3.21) we can 
also show that IT ( k )[jk j)  has no branch point s ingu larities  
in the or Jk̂  plane. To see th is ,  we w rite
t  *_ t  [  X + F ( b  I i 2 -< V ;  x .  ) -  X . FC i  I ;  a -4v ;  x . ) ]
-  ~ j r ~ T ’ ' t  C .  ( * ? -  O  .  ( 3 ' 2 2 )
where the Cm's are the coeffic ien ts  which depend on W only.
But from (3.20) and (3*1*0 we know that 
m
X+ -  X-
£+  -  -t-
I f  one expands (3.23) in powers of / t + e , i t  can be e a s i ly  seen
that th is  expression is a polynomial in (1+c ). Thus the term
(x+m-x_m) / ( t - t_) is an ana ly tic  function of e. But € is a
meromorphic function of kj and kg. Successive application of
this argument proves that (k ^ l^ k ^ )  |jkj) has no branch point
s ing u larities  in the or k  ̂ planes arising from /l+C  term in x± .
29We shall now derive another representation for the Coulomb
T-matrix which is useful in getting  part ia l wave expansion of the
32T-m atrix. Using the expression
35
~~v SH. ^ „ n.
Z - f - = 21 Cn ( ' Z ) ' & j
h** ( 3,. 24)
we obta i n .
4 4  v  f j j .  -t
U C I + 3* )  + 4 * J
- ( d t  —
I  / >
^  LJV  y




Here y ^ m t and Cfi*/ are the Gegenbauer polynomials. The condition 
Re(iv) < 1 can be relaxed now, and (3.25) can be defined for a l l  
values of V (except the points of s ingularity) through analytic  
continuation. Eq. (3.25) when substituted in (3 .9 )  gives the 
following new representation fo r  the T-matrix:
<  / T f  klJ f k, >
_  Z e z  !_
26)
Consider the expression:
-TT— i  = £  C3J+0 1/ , ( & . £ • )  ?<A>
I 5* ~ £'/ P=o
= I ~C»tH)TtW>Z% ’facb.ej %t cb,£j .
( 3 .2 7 )
36
where ^j^(Js»E) are the two partic le  Coulomb wave functions in 
the momentum space as defined in ref, 21.
32
The use of equation (3.27) and the expansion
E rt»)f [ 2 Z, -  C (Z,*-0K Cri*]
= H(IV -1) £  £, c-}f p(r>~-e+ i)  [  rc *+ /j}  2
X ( W + j t - l )  { r ( * + * » + V t  ( Z * - l )  ( Z )
( 3 .28)
21in eq. (3.26) gives, a fte r  some sim plification, the result.
< £ *  / r ( k lj  i h y
z
=  -  4 v 2 > * o i v >  p - * ;  e> . (3.29)
I t  is this decomposition which enables one to carry out the 
partial wave analysis of the Faddeev equation (2 .M f) .
CHAPTER IV 
DETERMINATION OF TRANSITION AMPLITUDE
1. Preliminaries:
In this part of the d issertation, we shall evaluate the transi­
tion amplitude for the capture of an electron from a hydrogen atom
34
by an impinging proton a t  high energies. This process can be 
described symbolically by
L + CZ, 33 -----=> 0+33 + 2 , (ZfJ)
where the in i t ia l  state contains p a rt ic le  1 (proton) incident on a 
bound system of partic les 2 (proton) and 3 (e lectron). I t  has 
been shown in Chapter I I  that the transition  amplitude for thf's 
process is
( 2)where $pV 7 denotes the f ina l state in which partip le  2 is free  
and partic le  I and 3 are bound while is the in i t ia l  state
with part ic le  1 free and (2 ,3 ) bound.




momentum space. We begin with some definitions. Let m. and Jk. be 
the mass and momenta of the ith part ic le . We define the vectors 
to denote the momenta of partic le  i with respect to the 
centre of mass of particles j  and k before and after  the collision  
( I s* j  s* k; i , j , k  = 1 ,2 ,3 ) .  Simi la r i  Iy Jkjj  and Jki j  denote the 
relative momenta of partic le  i and j  before and a fte r  the collision  
The following identities apply:
fe ^  (k j -t-^ ) ki JJ(rnt-t in s w ,) ̂  (4 .3)
( * .4 )
(^.5)
L _  b ^  />•
J. ~ ki TT)< - I  >
— fetJL — ■ — r Hk.
in the centre of mass frame, the plane wave state vector for 
the,three partic le  system may be represented in several equivalent 
forms
' * >  =  | f c ,  k „ y  = :  I b,, feJ3>  , (lt 6)
I f  we assume that the scattering occurs with the hydrogen 
atom In the Is state before and a fte r  the collis ion, we have the 
following expressions for the in i t ia l  and fina l states:
39
-r-CO,
j ± c  >  =  I jb /  + < * * > ) >
=  ( % r f  * h ~' ^
('*.7)
5fCl)>  =. | j i  , <*«,.>>
. 3  v» ^ ^ —  ^  ̂ 3/ 
_  ( % )  <  '  ,
(* .8)
2
with X » *s the reciprocal Bohr radius. Here fy is  the
momentum of the incident proton re la t iv e  to the centre of mass 
of the subsystem (2 ,3 ) and the momentum of p a r t ic le  2
(proton) re la t iv e  to the centre of mass of the subsystem (1 ,3 ) .
We shall put m̂ « = M the proton mass and m̂  ■ m the electron
mass. The reduced masses f,t . j  and are given by
(4.9)
In the calculation of the matrix elements we shall need the 
inner products of 4 ^ ^  and ^  with the corresponding plane 
wave states. We therefore calculate
b »  I b .  *< *»> >  =  ~ p  f a -  ^ c ~ ' b > ' ( g ) 1*  ' VV3
= .  e ( > T r ) ^  S ( b - b ' )
( * » + # ) * ■  ‘
4o
2. Brinkmann and Kramers Matrix Element
The brinkmann-Kramers portion of the matrix element
| V| coming from the f i r s t  term in the expan-
sion (4 .2 ) ,  is readily evaluated in momentum space. The matrix 
element is given by 
Bfe.
~  ( j j f  <*-£< ** £* d ^ i >
* < b , V / V, I jy'ftn > • ^  f A,«Ateu) >
The t r iv ia l  integrations over jgy and jj” 1 are done using 
(4.10) to give the result
JSK ,, /
T* = l«/4-fr*>. <*■">
Because of the equivalent representations (4 .6)
<  £*> I Vi I h* & « >  s .  <C {!, | v; f j j ,  /? « >
= .  a/ )  <  Aaj I V) / Aa3>'■* ~  *■
_ .-e*
5 7 f i  ' ( '* .1 2 )  1 I
V
The integral over Jk̂ j becomes t r iv ia l  i f  we use the identity
where
(‘•.I'*)
V/e also define the vector by
  — {>/ +■ ^  - — t  j -  (4  15)~  ^ i+ W j  -  — Tm+M ! j  £  • ' V^-'W
Thus,
3 <
T *  ==. 3 2  > f^ z r  <*■&*_________ 1
*  T T (  AVX1; 1 '  (k £  + x f  j f e u - f e i l 1 ■
('V.IS)
As shown In the Appendix A, the integral over can he made 
into a contour integral by extending the range of integration from 
0 < l<2j  <  ® to -® < k j j  < By this device we convert the 
integral along the real axis into an integral around the various 
singularities of the integrand lying in the upper half kg^-plane. 
One then evaluates these integrals giving
 _____32-ZT -e3" ' (^.17)
^  (a 2+ ^ ; z < b V x 1'; '
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3. F irs t Order Matrix Element
We shall now compute the matrix element of the f i r s t  order 
term, T^, in the expansion (4 .2 ) ,  The matrix element
is evaluated in the momentum representa­
tion:
y 3T frj I - r - . J  X 0)
— Jf ^  $(**>) I
*  <  (ft ktil I &%*'>.<(£ /  A , < ^ 3 , )>
“  *  JcxJ+xf l(kh+£?^~J ~3' * *
(4.18)
In deriving (4.18) we have used the momentum representation (4 .10). 
Here E is the three partic le  energy along with a small imaginary 
term 173 (1 imit 7) -* 0+ is im plic it).'
F  -  -  *
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- (^-19)
A /*«  */* . 6 '
with p ^  » p£2 o p2 .
Using (4.6) we have
where
The Integral over Jk̂ j In (*f.l8) becomes t r iv ia l  I f  we use the 
identity .
t‘ -£ »  -  fe»<- * • * » -  0 - 4.0  . ( i,.22)
•»
Thus we obtain
■ £ " < * ! * » » » ■  < ' • ■ »
The value of ( k ^ T ^ k ^ )  IJS.12  ̂ ‘ s from (3.12) for
2a repulsive potential V- = e__
r 12
<  k »  1 7 i(«s* 1 1<»> =  - f - “ - 1 -; ~ T  P
^  | b * - W  L  ^ * 6 ,  ■
!-■*%
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, ( fe .25)
f i -
K> f i i  k3
( K/- flu ) ( ka2-  k'lij
/ , 2  ’
_  H»- dQ+it) (
/ V *  »(»* i fe u - fe u r  (l*-26)
In the second equality  we have used the iden tit ies
£ _   _  fe*
“  E  • ? / / /  ^ / / J J
* . ( f e w + >*,>' >
-?/*3 “  -?/*« * / * 3
=  — L . ( k j i  +  >*■ j
*?/«3
(**.27)
Vie new change the Integration variab le  In (4 .23) from
to Jk:
£ =• fc i.- kn — fea3 - f - - ^ ------ h +  h f  j~  — >«■, 4* W. *— -  ^W lf 3
(4.28)
Z= -+* ~B
As shown In the Appendix A, the integral over Jk can be made into  
a contour integral by extending the range of integration from 
0 <  k <  00 to -*» <  k < « . This gives ■
In the k-plane the Integrand in (4.29) has singularities of 
the following possible types: ( 1) poles occurring at = ±iX
and (<23 = ±<X> ( 2) as the potential in is repulsive, poles 
arise from each of the possible antibound states of partic le  1 
and 2 at iu^ “ 1 ,2 ,3 , . . .  We evaluate the k integral by closing
the contour in the upper half plane.
We consider f i r s t  those singularities which arise from
k^j = iX and = iX . From (4.26) we see that at these poles
= 0 and therefore we are interested in the region around = 0. 
Using (3.17) <n (4 .29 ), we get for the contribution due to poles 
at k£j = IX and k ^  « iX»
r  -  &  f j * .  / __________ ;____ ----------------------------------------
r  / V * *  (4>J0)
i*6
The contour C2 encloses the poles k^  = IX and = IX and no other 
singularities . From (4.22) and (4.28) we find
fe - 1  , (4.31)
kv = . A -  k
~ ~  ’ ■ (4.32)
Thus the singularities at k^  » IX and k^  ̂ = iX correspond to 
k = Bcos/3 + i*f\^+B^s t n̂ jS) and k = A cos 6 + ivfX̂ +Â s in^fi) in k plane. 
Here 0 is the angle between the vectors B̂ and Jk while 6 is the 
angle between the vectors A and k. The evaluation of the residues 
at these singularities gives
J -  f j j i f f - ----------- — I___________ I
J Q ) fej3„
33)
The poles arising from the ant{bound states occur whenever 
i i s  a positive integer, say n, therefore at these, poles we get 
from (4,25)
y X
3 yt/,3» -w1- (4.34)
and using (4.21) and (4.3) we obtain
I
where D, = j£j + Jgv> and of Is the angle between k and JD. Thus the 
antibound state pole positions In the k-plane are given by
k± -  -  b rt J j
t  "35 Crioi f
/*' ' h '  . /*»* ///*. c^.36)
The presence of small negative imaginary term forces the 
pole k to l ie  in the lower half-plane and k to l ie  in the
■ T
upper half plane. Therefore the contribution to T ^ . ^  due to
the pole a t il^  = n comes only from the pole at k+ and is
=  £  X V * ■ U ^ e- fo16 >^eZ f fa /? * *
 >̂X fe2-  r> -  < a/3 Vj) I
(k 'sU ?) (&£+■?) l - < v 3 £ + - £ -
~ck ft!
After straight forward simplifications I t  takes the form
X t „ =  -  L s l —  -------
A'» J (b'J-t.*i3 /a
*  j £ =^ n
X r 71. ,
(^.37)
Thus the contribution from a l l  the anti bound states is
Tt = _ ,28>V_^L f  U-n.-.-------i— ----
TTsi (kiS'f')?')
3
, ' - i ? - i ?  [____ f
7i3 4+ - 4 - (4.38)
and
S ^ l  - _ t J ± ” -a,-T>c^t)l (U.39)
uVjcn /^* I x v ^ n  •
Equations (4.33) and (4.38) can be evaluated numerically and 
the results obtained wi l l  be discussed in Chapter V. However, i f  
this is done, i t  is d i f f ic u l t  to determine precisely the 
behaviour of with increasing energy. Fortunately, under
some reasonably good approximations i t  is possible to obtain the
high energy lim it  of in analytical form.
4. The High Energy Limit of
The complicated integrations indicated in (4.33) and (4.38) 
simplify in the high energy l im it .  By a lengthy but straight 
forward calculation (Appendix B) i t  can be shown that the ratio  
of l^i the contribution from the antibound state poles of T̂ » 
to the BK matrix element given by (4.17) vanishes at high energies 
like (‘jj)‘*(jj|)^« The contribution I from (4.33) is much larger.
We shall ignore 1  ̂ from here on.
2We investigate the quantity In the high energy lim it .
We drop terms of other than the higher order in p and also discard 
a l l  contributions of order m/M relative to the leading term.
From (4,31)» (4.32) and (4.35) we can show that
f C  =• k2-- 3  fe-fl, +• A* (4.40a)




s = -  0 / * » s  -  - j t '  ■• (4 .4ib)
The scattering angle © is defined by
^  ^  h - ^
t o *  &    = r f   (4.42)
P
Thus from (4.31) we get
(4.43)
which along with (4,17) shows that, except for very low velocities, 
the scattering is en tire ly  in the forward direction, being 
confined to angles of the order of m/M.
We start from (4.30) for I ,  which is equal to since
the contribution is negligible
~r.0) _T f   g  r 3- f  f  ,
*  ~  7 T  ^  j  d k
c*
_ L _ ____________  (4.30)
Since the contour encloses the poles k^ » iX and » i \ ,  
we obtain near these pole positions:
51
IAI =  I S I  =  0 ( ^ h )  . 
2  =  o ( * h )
ISI =  o ( f f )
I HI  =  0 ( * > )
2Thus we see that the term k + 2Jk-D_ in the square bracket ir 
is smaller than the term S by a factor of order m/M. Hence 
retaining only the leading term in (m/M) in (4.40c) ;
sr-fte* t1* *  C(ji f ________^ _____
A ^  Unfa-*, &s  J A2o & V az/  ( k d + X j
This integral can be s im plified by the use of the Feynmann
formula for combining the denominators
J
I
— /  Q A x + ^ C / - x > J ' < s U
and we obtain
. . . t * *  a 1 . r d A  ( ± i
7 ^ 3  ftxs <25 J )  k x




( 4 .4 6 )
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where
3  +  (  A -  ,
( r  =s 3  +  X
Performing the integrations over Cl, k and x in succession, we 
obtain in a straight forward but ted I us manner
'T^O  Cm-tM)2 X p




;fS= B 2 ,
©(. — 77™— /S«v> ^ i  -iwi ^  J
(4.49)
In the high energy l im it ,  the result (4.48) can be expressed 
in a simple form i f  we retain only the leading order in p"*. ■
The result2** is
id  M r  m x  r _  / -7
f t  f t  4  -m f> L-. » 4 . _J r (4.50)
i
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5. Second Order Matrix Elements’
According to the expansion (A ,2) of the matrix element T^j» 
the second order matrix element is
I r ‘ <S*TX | ii°> + 43^1 T e-/ r31 i<!°>
+  < ^ w |  - 5 < f e + 7 1 |  i f >  ( 4 . 51)
.__  "T~ —T— ^ B ,)  t (2C,)
—  +  W  -+  1 '  • (4.52)
We shall consider f i r s t  the term Tr . ^ ^r i
f / M =  < £ f CV\T < S ? T 2 \ & ' >>  =  < K ',+ M T T < f< ,+T1 1 £ , 4 « » i 7
=  i k "
*  <  C  &  i x s i  % I £  fi« > <: t? > *»< I k *  * t* a )  >  .
(**.53)
ii in




We shall now evaluate the matrix element
| T < * n  I t -  ka >
= I I / d--'/d-~"' < i-- kLl ~TJI k", £« >
V <  C I  t f c s i l h :  ^  b -  &  I  7 i I  h ,  >
I
— [fd £' d i"> <  > &  I T, I hi', &/ >
I
£ _  j £  _  M  < b ‘  X  1 - l 5 >  • (^.55)
J jU 5/ L
Since GQ Is diagonal in the momentum representation,




-V '*  a?//3I
As in (4 .20 ), we obtain that 
^  ?̂* / Tte)f  £*r ksi y  =. 4  h * 1 Tee) f foj $ 2.1 ?
where
*
/ ' i s e 2-
and similarly
^  b* 9 £3' / / fe,
with
,  +  • / / «  , 2 
k *2 =  ^ j £  — j £ - >  fc ,
/ 4 j « *  





£ " *  =  E + <n (4.58c)
=  S(£-b ) <&< J “7»C*r»J J fe» i>  > (4 ,59)
(4.60a)
(4.60b)
With the help of (4.57) and (4.59) the integrations over and
II
in (4.55) become trivial to yield .




•Ep =  E  ~ ~ +  (* •« *)
and
fa" i f  b /  M
-3' ^  “W+M 3* * (4.63)
k* •=. k  =  — fe*» —  t~77T  h
We define the new variables Jk and £ by 
k  = ksi — k*i zz . A -  fesf ,e* ~ -a ■** '




=  fe'“  J  , (4.67)
(4 .6 8 )
As the T-matr!ces Tj and T̂  are due to attractive Coulomb 
potentials between electron and protons* we get from (3.9)
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■ e  -  f
- 4 *
U  i   1
X, -  4 *  J  >
<feS / T E c *b /fr .>
where
.  a 2- * & lj  t ^ - & Jfe( = —---------------------------—
tt
Kz2- I ksi -  M *
H'* ( & - $ )  ( k l t - f t f j
^  m  i t > s - k v r
(M 9 )
(^-70)
k *  I  &  -  k i l l '3'
_  _  /*»* (4.71)
dfc1- & )  C k^~ k l , )
C^-72)
In the second equalities we have used the Identities  sim ilar 
to those in (4 .2 7 ). Substitution of the values of p£  and 
from (4.67) and (4.68) into (4.62) gives the following expression 
fo r the energy denominator Ep:
£» =  -
5&
>L ^  Kz (tf-V1
-+ < r l
I / * ' *
M
As m «  M, we can approximate the term jk + by Jk + £
2
and also neglect the term q / 2 ^  *n comparison with the term 
2
q /2 /i|2* Thus we obtain
E ® =  " 3 ^ 7 C ^ '  *
— * A. ( k  + f )  - - i n  J
= "  w  C x i+  1 - 4 - & ~ s  *■ ~ + A ' ~  ^ ^
- f r C w a - S J + ’ t - f c t t J  ■ ( K n )
i t  Is readily seen that the second square bracket term Is 
m2of the order of —x qp, which can be neglected in comparison with 
M
the term of the order of qp coming from the f i r s t  square bracket. 
Thus,
£■> - * * +  (  i + W “  J  *•« -  a f - J  + ^ - * T . J  . {h n
With the help o f (4.58a) and (4.60) we obtain
E» *  u p ;  c k" ' }  +  'i '1  ( i , .75)
i
(  /c,2-- k * * )  + < \L  . ■ (4.75a)
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In the integral (4 .5 4 ), the integration variables are
changed from to cj_ and k^| to jt and use of (4,61) gives the
(2Alfollowing expression for the matrix element Tf j v '
^ 7 r ? r f f — 4 l j i —
'  J ( H u * # ) 1 ( k x i + i t f
* < £ i T c t f j / k Z > - £ - ■ < & , / m e n 1) i  fa ,>  .
Proceeding In a sim ilar way for the other second order terms, 
we obtain
< 5 / ^ 1  T  < *?  %  I  & '> >
A /  Vr  f  f  <Ak '
JJ kJ*?)’-'<k~n 1 T,(K̂) 1 -
, (4.77)
where
Eo- - s k l  - ’ ( p r b i - n ] .
k =  fea -  4  -  fesl ,
(4.79)
(4 .8 0 )
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Also the momentum representation of the T-matrices
< k U | T c ^ | * ' j >  = -  - £ ! --------- 1____ f  |
*  ■ -« / *  — ^ — 7




» U  - ]
r  ^3 < i -± )  — J  >
€, s .
fc‘ -  - t h L  . t  
'  ? '
/*»3*2 X
w - O
* x l f r - £ W l
- j. z ^  (*>2- (&+>?)
/* '*■ ’ K ,  '
k»*= 2/Une + - - ^ -  A*1 ,






(4 .8 5 )
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6* =* . ( *»-  &  )  (  f a -  
fa1 I k n -  k»}*■N M
' >
,  A» ( & -  & )  ( k ^ r ? )
— —
P* fe1 I kn -  hi) 2
For we get
“T"^2 0  y t  + __ I a ^)v
y* =  £ f j ^5  <Sj> 7» | ^
S ' /Y  c(fe ct ty
= .  C^lf h J )   -------=-----------
C fcs/ f  kit + )t)
fa
where
-  - ^ ^ 7 Q>? + * 2+* 2- 2  H  -  & t - * i .
t '  l'*'= fel - ktz
=  fe»3 f  ?  ;
fe =  fe»» -  i» i





(4 .9 0 )
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<2 -  I
* p i  £-------------------1£. 4. :fe J ^
with
t, a .. • /4  a i*z
fcs => 2 /“ ia E  • /| >
» a = A g I  x  ,
fcj ^*3
^  kit. )  C &I2. J
ky1 j hi. “ kn- j
r r  ,  M>> (  k'f*) (  k'x + £ )
' fe2 |fcii - f a f
v  ,  w  + -  J ±  g *  ,
J4 «, =  - A -  >
*x  *r*
£* s f ky — kyt ) C k£— kgi/J _  ^  /“** C^^kst)





(4 .9 5 )
Thus in principle the calculation of these second order terms 
has been reduced to the evaluation of the integrals over Jk and 3 . 
These integrals in general are very d if f ic u lt  to perform. But 
in the high energy approximation, they sim plify and some of these 
integrals may be performed a n a ly tic a lly  while others are 
evaluated numerically.
We f i r s t  consider the evaluation of the matrix element 
T ^ .^ ^  given by (**.76). As shown in Appendix C, the integrals  
over k* and q can be made into a contour integral by extending
the range of Integration from 0 < k < 00 and .0 < q < 09 to
.co < k < 00 and -»  < q < ®. We evaluate the k and q integrals 
by closing the contour in the upper half planes. (
The singularities  contributing to the integrals are of the 
following types:
I
( 1) poles occurring a t k̂  ̂ = iXand k ^  = iX
(2) as the poles in Tj and T2 are a ttra c tiv e , poles arise
from each of the possible bound states of the subsystem (2 ,3) 
a t iVj = 1 .2 ,3 ™  and of the subsystem (1,3) a t it^  “ 1 .2 ,3 ™ .
As w ill be shown below, there are no poles at the zeroes of the 
energy denominator Ep.
1
For the poles at k jj » iXand = IX, we observe from 
(4.71) and (4.72) that a t these poles e, -  0 and e2 = 0. Therefore, 
we can make use of (3.17) for the representation of the T-matrix
1
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<k*y t TCtf) 1 t= -/ /  v €,
•e* (k*t + '£’) ( kiK. k*t)
(  *>V >V
. / * -
—  5> f
27r ■%** C f t f r # )  (4.96)
S imi la r i y
> i ^ i r  ■ ^  -ez ft £&
O s i / l i ( k t j { k * i y  ■=■ .“ ^ - A v ------- ------------------------  * Ĉ *-97)
<v~» A* <• * ,v > v
■ in deriving (4.96) and (4.97) we have used (4.75) and (4 .75a). 
Substituting these expressions into (4 .76 )* we get for the 
contribution to Tf  from the poles a t k3] = iX and -  iX
t
i T i  ( ( - & « .
^  ; J  K *  * *
5>
C fes ’ + *\> c ft*! *x V  ( frV  x v  c*»VxV
(4.98)
Here the contours Cg and enclose only the poles at k̂  ̂ = iX 
and k ^  -  iX respectively. But from (4 .6 5 ), (4.66) and (4.67) 
we find that at the poles
£ » / ,  =  - r j r  t 1  M -  * * - * J  (i, 99)
' fcl» c <* X .
and therefore
dk d y
2. -  B 2-  ??■
(4.100)
In Appendix C the evaluation of one of the typical terms is shown.
From (4 .7 5 ), (4 .7 5 a ), (4 .71) and (4 .72) we observe that 
whenever Ep vanishes and also vanish. Hence, the expressions 
(4 .96) and (4 .97) are va lid  fo r representat(on of the T-matrices 
and therefore we see from (4 .76) that near the zero of
the zero of the energy denominator Ep.
Consider the typical bound state poles a t ii/^ “  4 and i = n 
a t these pole positions.
3
(4.101)
C k\f f- c *»»> H r) C h V a 1,)
From (4.101) i t  is evident that there Is no s in g u la rity  due to
» =  l>2v 3 ,------ (4.102)
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Using ( If .58a) and (4.60a) we find that the bound state poles 
occur a t the positions
k -  n  f> Cn 'y
±  J r  X c t - M  h
(4.104)
(4.105)
Here y  is the angle between ^  and Jk and 6 is the angle between 
6 2 ' and a-
Because of the presence of small Imaginary term in 
Eqs. (4.104) and (4 .105), we observe that only the poles a t k+ 
and q+ l ie . In  the upper half planes while the poles at k_ and q_ 
are in the lower half planes. Therefore the contribution to 
second order terms due to bound state poles comes only from the 
poles a t k = k+ and q = q+ . At high energies this contribution 
from a ll  the bound state poles is estimated in exactly the same 
way used in Appendix B for the f i r s t  order term. We find that 
the ra tio  of this contribution from the bound state poles to the
B-K matrix element vanishes at high energies lik e  (—)
The contribution is much larger and therefore we
shall ignore the contribution from the bound state poles from 
here on.
For the other two second order terms, we make the high
energy approximation f i r s t  given by Drlsko]® For high energies
itid 1 o 2 2( j^  »  1) because of the presence of the terms (k^j + X )
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and (t<2 j 2 + X2) 2 in the denominator In (4 .77) and (4 .87) the 
atomic wave functions dominate the integrand w ith th e ir  strong
i
peaks a t Jk̂ j = 0 and k^^ °  0* We therefo re , make only a small
error in replacing Jk by A (jt^j °  0) ar,d £  by £  (jc^  = 0) In the
quadratic term | k -  g] in expressions (4 .8 l)  and (4 .9 2 ) .
For the evaluation T^j^2^  and T^j^2^ ,  f i r s t  the k and q
integrals are made into  contour integral (Appendix A ), proceeding
f2A)in a s im ila r way as in the term T ^ .' , i t  is found that the
bound state and anti bound state poles occurring in the integrand 
contribute neg lig ib le  amounts a t high energies. The only
i
s in g u la ritie s  which contribute to the integral are a t k^j = iX  
and l<22 ™ 'X . Evaluating this contribution we get equations 
s im ilar to (4.100) fo r  Tf .^2B  ̂ and Tf ^ 2C*:
~r* . 7 fj,2
zr 4 *  P *









X _ J 1 ________________ ^ _________________
V  ( & + £ )  (  (*? + # ; a f r  ^ V )
/*'*
where Ep' = fy* •$. jfe,', = * * t fc„s<a
The Integrals in (4,106) and (4,108) are evaluated 
shown in Appendix C for a typical term. The results of 
integrations w ill be discussed in the next section.
4 * **X
h *  l i-% 1
j j
(4.108)




1, Evaluation of the Total Cross Section
The transition matrix element for proton-hydrogen charge 
exchange co llis ion  is given by (4.2)
The transition matrix element determines the transition rate, 
W^j, between states i and f  (tf = 1)
where K. and are the momenta of Incident and outgoing particles  
and dQ is an element of solid angle in the direction of scattering  
Because of the azimuthal symmetry of the problem, we obtain
(5.1)
from which the cross-section can be computed as
(5 .3 )
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From Eqs. (4.17) and (4.50) for the matrix elements we see 
2
that the term (1+B ) is very important. From Eq. (4,43)
- /.. »t l) f -M 1
\n n + t t r/  L  ' t  /  J  >
(5.4)




p  —  /  2 .  \
-  ( yn/M /
«  ^  JVf ® y) | ir t  ^
(5.6)
As we have seen in the previous chapter, the scattering is 
strongly peaked in the forward direction, the mean angle of 
scattering being of the order of ^  ~  (‘30) °* Thus i t  is 
convenient to express the angle of scattering G in  terms of p 
defined in (5 .6 ) .  Since
2 Q d  e
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we have from (5 .3 )
q— „  _Kt_ J_ (  171 \ f  dp ( T  I'
2-7r  fd  2  I  M /  J  f l  7 & I  * (5 .7 )
For the present problem of proton-hydrogen scattering
. H * M X
since ,
Since M »  m, there Is neg lig ib le  error Introduced In the 
cross-section upon replacing the upper l im it  b y 00;
o -  =. ■m 2 ’
O O
- / - r  / ■ & / " .  (5 -8)I6 7T
0
The Brinkmann-Kramers cross-section is evaluated by using 








The quantity  (mp/MA) is numerically equal to Et the energy 
of the incident proton In units of 100 kev. Thus we can w rite  
(5 .9 ) in the form '
BK 12,8 TT a *<T s.
£ C n - e f
(5 .10)
where a = 1/A is the f i r s t  Bohr radius.O"
The Jackson-Schiff approximation fo r th is process is obtained
£
by replacing T2| in (5 .1 ) by Vj + V^. The cross-section is
cr* — ar
'  £  £ * /  U  £  t £ E2 / J  ' (5 . n )
We consider the cross section due to the terms up to f i r s t  
order in the expansion fo r T2 j . Except a t high energies* a closed 
expression fo r the cross-section is not obtained. The matrix 
element a t high energies due to f i r s t  order terms is
_ < F >  BK
+  k  ' ( 5 * 12)
Using (4 .17) fo r  T^ .B̂  and (4 .50) fo r we obtain w ith the
help of (5 .5 )
- r CFL  _ i f z .  I r ,  t t m *  ✓ z , ,  1
a  —  -m *  L1 16 m f -  U J  . (5 .13)
Substituting this value of into (5 .8 ) the integration
is straight forward. The resu lt, retaining only the leading term
For the f i r s t  order terms, the cross-section has also been 
determined by numerical integration of (4.333 ant* (5 .8 ) . In the 
same way we have numerically evaluated the cross section due to 
the terms up to second order in the expression for T2j . In 
Table I the cross sections are given for f i r s t  and second order 
terms at various energies of the incident proton. The BK and 
JS cross sections are included for comparison. In Fig, 2 the pre­
sent results are compared with the results of BK, JS and Drisko.
2. Conclusions
The main conclusions of this work can be summerized as 
follows: We believe our procedure based on Faddeev's theory
for three p a rtic le  scattering gives the correct method for the 
evaluation of transition  amplitudes for rearrangement collis ions. 
This method is free from the drawbacks of a ll  e a rlie r  approaches 
and hence helps to c la r ify  the ambiguities of e a rlie r  results.
The procedure developed here is , in princ ip le , applicable to 
many other atomic scattering problems Involving three charged




The cross-section for proton-hydrogen charge exchange scattering 
2
(in  units of aQ ) .  The number in parentheses is the power of 10 
by which the corresponding table entry should be m ultip lied.
E (in  units „BK JS J i _ ( l l )
of 100 kev) 0 ff CT’
0.5 1.059 (1) 1.634 2.362 1)
1.0 1.257 2.308 -1) 2.174
1.5 2.745 ( -D 5.700 -2) 4.206 - 0
2.0 8.274 (-2) 1.884 -2) 1.1-79 - 0
2.5 3.063 (-2) 7.502 -3) 4.159 -2)
3.0 1.309 (-2 ) 3.402 -3) 1.717 -2)
4.0 3.217 (-3 ) 9.166 -4) 4,028 -3)
5.0 1.034 (-3 ) 3.156 -4) 1.258 -3) 1.229 (-3 )
6.0 3.988 (-4 ) 1.284 -4 ) 4.752 -4 ) 4.649 (-4 )
7.0 1.753 (-4) 5.899 -5) 2.052 -4) 2.011 (-4 )
8.0 8.512 (-5 ) 2.971 -5) 9.849 -5) 9.664 (-5 )
9.0 4.468 (-5 ) 1.608 -5) 5.102 -5) 5.020 (-5 )
10.0 2.497 (-5) 9.233 -6) 2.834 -5) 2.788 (-5 )
15.0 2.556 (-6 ) 1.039 -6) 2.822 -  6) 2.787 (-6 )
20.0 4.923 (-7 ) 2.120 -7) 5.350 -7) 5.297 (-7 )
30.0 4.682 (-8) 2.173 -8) 5.000 -8) 4.964 (-8 )
40.0 8.677 (-9 ) 4.212 -9) 9.175 -9) 9.124 (-9 )
50.0 2.331 (-9 ) 1,167 -9) 2.449 -9) 2.437 (-9 )












23partic les such as positronium formation in hydrogen.
Secondly, this work demonstrates a practical application of 
Nutt's representation for the two p artic le  Coulomb T-matrix in
the problems of atomic scattering. I t  has been shewn that at 
high energies, the evaluation of matrix elements in the Faddeev 
series is greatly sim plified.
However, the most important contribution of the present 
work is the conclusions concerning the high energy lim it of 
the cross-section and the role of the proton-proton interaction  
in the proton hydrogen charge exchange process. Both of these 
have been formidable problems since 1930 when the calculation  
was f i r s t  attempted by Brtnkmann and Kramers. We believe our 
results conclusively show that in the high energy lim it the total 
cross section for the charge exchange process approaches the BK 
formula. The contribution from the internucleon potentia l, 
represented by the T-matrix T^, in the expansion for transition  
m atrix, contributes very l i t t l e  at high energies. The approximate 
formula for the electron capture cross section obtained from the 
numerical calculations is
(5.15)
where E is the incident proton energy in units of 100 kev. The 
corresponding formula for the cross-section including the terms 
up to f i r s t  order is
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(x) o.zq 7 , 0.4.0 s’ 1« r-  =  O- (5 J 6 )
This formula can be expected to be good at a ]] energies above
500 kev. I t  was found in our numerical calculations that
second order terms reduce the e a rlie r  result (c r^ )  by about 2%
around 1 Mev. However, Drisko's high energy lim it approximation
used in two of the second order terms and may
introduce some error in this correction for the energies below
(2A)5 Mev. But, since the T^. is dominant -among the second
order terms, the effect of this error is not lik e ly  to change 
our main conclusions.
The energy dependence of the matrix elements of the transi­
tion operator between the correct asymptotic states shews that
the contribution of the second order terms in the series goes as
—8 —7p and the matrix element of goes as p . The BK matrix
-6element has the dependence p~ . The successive decrease in the
powers of p in the high energy lim it prompts us to believe that
Faddeev's expansion gives a correct asymptotic expansion for the
transition amplitude valid  at high energy. A comparison of the 
— 7 —8coeffic ient of p and p~ terms in (5.15) shews that in general 
the high energy expansion may be a very good approximation at 
energies above 500 kev. Moreover our fin a l results is in agree­
ment with heuristic  arguments which suggest that the contribution 
of the proton-proton potential should be small in proton hydrogen 
charge exchange collis ions. Our investigations based on the
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correct three body scattering theory suggests that the possible 
source of error in other approaches may be due to the incorrect 
Born type expansion for the transition  amplitude.
The relation  of these results to experimental results is 
uncertain a t the present time because the experiments are 
restricted to the collisions of protons in hydrogen gas. Further, 
since the charge exchange occurs in the extreme forward angles 
the precise experiments are d if f ic u lt  to perform. Therefore 
further fin e r experiments on proton hydrogen charge exchange 
process are ungently required.
APPENDIX A
REDUCTION OF THE INTEGRAL Jdk f ( |k -a |2 |k -b |2) 
Consider an Integral of the form
x = /»<•* f ( t t - s i *  Ib-kO
snr 77 oo
— f/UUfiat# J kZd k - f [ (  b}-+a}-- 2 kCLOriet) '
6 0 Jo
(feV bx ~2kb &*?)]  ,
where
C ri oL =  Col 9  t Cm 8  +  9 , &  O n )  ,
Cts 8*. On 8 -h ■A***. s4ua. 8  Con ( 4> -  9̂ ) t
We change the variables of Integration k, 9 and <p to new 
variables k ' , 6 ' and <p‘ :









T = / *+ ' j ^ s ' d e '  f  K2dk '
-V  6 J
—oo
* / £ ( / + a1- j  ( f r b ' - * l l b c « p j J  ( A - 5 ) '
J,
and
8 ^  - t-  <9/ xl<!v* (? ^  Ccr> (  4>'/"— f
Ctri f3 — CaA <9> C o ■+■ AC*X &  Corf C $ i)  .
Since
7T ^
p f  ^  j * *  ? [ G * l + - + ’>J ,
-7T 0
the integral I can be written as
*7T &  ^  ^
/ < *  /  I  k '*<*Ik '
• o _•£ (A.6)
* £ [ ( & + 9kk AdwJ; (le +  i>2--A.k/t,ax)/3/j J . 
Averaging (A.I) and (A.6), and dropping the primes on the 
dummy variables k*, 61 and <p( we get
X = f d k  f (  l k - a ( Z)  {k- i>fZ)
A7T 7T °*
=  ~k f a  f a * J *  J fd k  H - k l V  .
* - U  (A. 7)
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This resu lt is also va lid  fo r integrands involving only one 
vector and can be generalized to integrals involving more than 
one vector.
APPENDIX B
THE CONTRIBUTION FROM THE ANTI BOUND STATE SINGULARITIES
In th is  appendix we shall estimate the order of magnitude of 
the contribution from the antibound states to the matrix element 
T f j ^  and show that i t  Is negligible at high energies. From 
(4.38) the contribution due to the antibound states is given by
X b —  -  (28  X
f t







'*■  ------ — ( fe 4-3> C o M  )
f *  *   ̂ J s TL (B.2)
From (4,36) it is readily checked that near the pole ** n
(B.3)
Since | A J -  f B | 0(^ p) , we find using (4.31) and (4.32) that
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£  ss fel  C I -  co) =  ’O ( h J ^ )  ,
(B .5 )
wi th
«  ^  ° ( / u .
Substitution of these values In (4.26) and use of (4,3) gives
the following expression for 
6 *  ~  - v i3- c & +  ( f e £ t £ ;
- - £ •  ka C i - a o > )  .
*  (B.6)
This clearly shows that at high energies »  1. From the 
defin ition (3.14) of t+ and t_ we obtain
vi -n : 2ri   2n
t+  -  (fi+6^ - l )  -  ( fJ + &  ■+•!)ta - - - ^
* *  - i '  C J T T 5 - 0 2
2 n  ; an
_ 0+e*> ( l - r O t . )  — Q ^ J u - t . a )
(■‘ ' f h ) . - C + j i h r )  ( b . 7 )
< r *
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As is very large near the pole position, we can expand the 
terms by Binomial expansion and retaining only the leading terms 
we find that
■ 'n- 71T,  _ 4  t j- /
- C 1+ j/<e3)
t +  - t -
■n C I *  - Z g )
OCn>
ZZ, Tl. ) • ' (B.8)
This estimation shows that ( t +n -  t_n) / ( t + -  t_) is bounded in p 
and m/M. Here is of the order of un ity . ■ Thus ,
T tS S  i f
'T L-. <n» J ‘Tla/
(B.9)
To get an estimate of the order of l b we retain only the 
leading term and we obtain
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(B .10)
This shews that the contributions from the antibound states
are negligibly small at high energies. Note that for incident
p Mproton energies above 50 kev, ■§ > —. Therefore, at energies ofA m
the order of 50 kev or higher, the contribution from the 
antI bound states is very very small.
i
APPENDIX C
A METHOD OF EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRALS COMING IN THE SECOND ORDER
MATRIX ELEMENTS
In this appendix a method of evaluation for one of the 
terms in (4.100) is given. Consider the typical term
■= C /o tA . _____________ L____________________
V  c**m  (■*?■*■*)( &+#) ' C e . D
From (4 .5 8 a ) , (4 .60a ) t (4 .63) and (4 .6 4 ) ,  we get
where y  is the angle between the vectors Jk and and 6 is the 
angle between vectors £  and ja£. Equation (C.2) and (C.-3) show 
that the integrations over k and q can be separated as
(c.3)






'T  h cf- fel  (  K,*+■£■) <c -5)
We choose Z axis along the vector A, Therefore, using (4,32)  
we get
fegf’+ X 1 =  k *  -  afeA -f- A2‘-f-'Xi  . ^  ^
Therefore the pole *» i \  occurs a t  the pqints
k  -  k ±  =  /4 0 ±  ]  +  . (C.7)
Here S is the angle between j< and A. Since the contour C2
encloses the pole k = k+ only
7T -Wr
X  =  - 7 r - ^ - .  ... . L ------- 5
/ * * »  *  * ,  A V / l W ®  J /L  -
* +  (C .8 )
^  J x V / l ' W t f   fe*. a /»  c « 7
Let the angle between gj and A be An, then
—  Co-3 /4-n 6 ~f~ sLvn & XU-n, A-n C06 4  * (^ .9)
Now the integration over p can be done eas ily  to give
1T
-j; = _ 27ri _ £ L .  f - ,  'khort. ft'E.---------------- S ^ n C & t Z * ) ]  ,




2 a . -  A  0 0 4  9  -  2 /»L O S S . C O * /In  V- 4. J & +  )
2.y — — 2. ^ Xl̂ vv- 5 "&cvt A-n. 
and the function sign is defined as
j X % 0
( c . n )
S-c^n CX) =■
( C . 12)
/  >C < 0  .
in the numerical evaluation of Jj in (C.10), the s p lit  up 
of the integrand according to Eq. (C.12) is very c r i t ic a l .
Now we shall consider the Integral
(C .13)
fe.
Cf ea»+>f )  C k, \ c
With the choice of Z axis along the vector A, we define the 
spherical polar angles of the following vectors as
% =. , 
k  =  ( h .  0) ,
B  =  L ^ , t > )  .
I
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Let |3 be the angle between the vectors and £ ,  y  be the
i
vectors and Jk, 6 be the angle between the vectors g^ and and 
ce be the angle between the vectors _k and Then ,
Cae>p =  Co&Bif Co-i +  jur* $4 . AaJ*. fli Ce^-z 1 5 a)
Cny —  CuA-n CoA A n  Qyt, *f>t ^
C&4 &  Coi @ 3 Coi Bi. ■/* jhcnri & 3  Cm if*
(C. 15b)
(C. 15c)
C o * *  -s. Cm  8, Cm 8 x +  A ^ 8 , U i,6 z  (C .lSd)
Hence
k.<b = -  C&y ot
r~ ~
' ' ^  ("Vfri / */" -d*V% jdwv^l (5^
-/* XlM flj, ‘I’) 'K J
(C.16)
Sybstitute this value Jk.£ in Eq. (C.13)» we observe that 
Jg can be devided into three parts, each of which reduces to the 
product of the integrals over the Jk and £  spaces. Performing 
the k and q integrals by contour method we obtain




/4-vv% 8( Cm  î i
k *  [ > *  -  * + * » *  3
y 
*
- ± z ^ V *  f  +  f   I
+ J >?'+3%Vv3’̂  13^+“ ^ ^ o S j /  ( Ĵ VÂ kJw’ft £ k+~2f>&z7j}
C (  I f-x ■’̂ wy fra. ^*** *̂ *2. 7 "7
I  '  \ ; / 3 S 5 v 3 ^ L ^ - ^ * > « J  j  J  .  ( c - , 7 >
The integrals over the azimuthal angles pj and pg are 
performed as in Eq. (C .8 ) ,
I
APPENDIX D
In this appendix the angles between the various vectors
i
E j» £2 ’ 1L and D. are calculated for a particular scattering 
angle ®, defined by
s n h ’ ^Cm S   -------- ^ -----  • (D>,)
The vectors A, JB and j), defined In Eqs. (4 .10 ), (4.15) and 
(4 .3 5 ) ,  are
4  =  t  , 0>-2>
?  =  h +  k '  ,
r  ( 0 .3)
■p =  h  +  k j
(D.4)
2 2 2From Eq. (4.19) “ p£ "  P • Therefore, we find




Let An be the angle between the vectors Â and j>̂  , Bn be 
the angle between the vectors 15 and <5̂  be the angle between 
the vectors and A and, be the angle between the vector JD and Â . 




At, =■ ^  6. ) • (0 .6)
The other angles are calculated with the help of Fig. 3.
— 7 T -  iAn "  (S1 i (D.7)
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TT
— ^n-n — t (D.8)
0* = - s „ -  4 ,,
=  7 T -  2  /tv, -  0  .
(D.9)'
APPENDIX E
In this appendix, a complete lis tin g  of the computer 
program used in the calculations is given. The calculations 
were performed on an IBM 360 Model 65 Computer, This program 
evaluates the cross section for the f i r s t  and second orders 
in the Faddeev expansion (^ .2 ) .
9*f
o 
o T H I S  PROGRAM EVALUATES THE CROSS SECTION I NCLUDING THE F I R S T  AND 0 0 0
SECCND ORDER TERRS IN THE FADDEEV EXPANSION 0 0 1
I M P L I C I T  REAL* 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z  I 0 0 2
D I MENSI ON S I t 4 0 0 ) , S M ( 2 0 0 )  0 0 3
D I MENSI ON B K l 1 3 ) , S J ( 1 G ) , 0 R (  1 0 ) , 0 F l 1 0 ) , E N ( I O )  0 0 4
C C F P L E X * i 6  R , R M , R M B , R M B 1 , R M B 2 , A I , V , R B M , V V , V K  0 0 5
C C K PL E X * 16  R F , D U M , D A M , X A P , X A  0 0 6
C O M P L E X * l b  RMS, RHT, RMR, V W , V X , AK3 , AO3 , VG,VD , 0 0 7
C C K PL E X * 16  P J 1 , P J 2 , P J 3 , P J 4 , P J 5 , P J 6 , P J 7 , P J 8 , P J 9 , P J 1 0 , P J l l , P J 1 2  0 0 8
C C N P L E X * l b  T J 1 , T J 2 | T J 3 , T J 4 ,  TJ 5 ,  TJ 6 ,  TJ 7 ,  TJ 8 ,  TJ 9 ,  T J 1 0 ,  T J 1 1 , T J 1 2  0 0 9
C 0 MP L E X * 1 6  R K , R G , W J , W J 1 , W J 2 , W J A , H J B , W J C  0 1 0
C C M P L E X * l b  T I 1 0 ( 5 ) , T I 1 2 (  5 )  * T  I  I l f  51 O i l
CCF.PLEX*16 T I 1 ( 5 ) , T I 2 ( 5 ) , T I 3 ( 5 ) » T I 4 ( 5 )  0 1 2
D I ME N S I ON  H I ( 9 ) , L L { 9 ) * Z Z ( 9 )  0 1 3
D I ME N S I ON  H T ( 5 ) » H P t 5 ) » T Z t 6 ) » L P ( 5 ) * P Z ( 6 )  0 1 4
CCMPLEX* 16  T I 8 ( 5 ) , T I 9 1 5 ) , P I 8 ( 5 ) , P I 9 I 5 )  0 1 5
COMPLEXES YA,  YAP 0 1 6
A I  = ( O . O C O , 1 . 0 C O )  0 1 7
P I  =  3 , 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 3 5 8 9 7 9 3  0 1 8
C  RFP = PROTON MASS /  ELECTRON MASS 019
RFP = 1 8 3 6 . 1D0 0 2 0
RPM = 1 . 0  + RMP 0 2 1
RR =  RMP/RPM 0 2 2
H = 1 0 0  0 2 3
MMM = M / 2  ♦  1 0 2 4
MN -  4 5  0 2 5
DC 6 6  I  = 2 , M N , 2 0 2 6
SF { I  ) = 4  0 2 7
SM t l + l )  = 2  0 2 8
6 6  CONTINUE 0 2 9
S F ( 1 )  = 1 0 3 0
S M ( F N)  = 1 .  0 3 1
RPM32 = 2 . 0  C O * R P M* * 3  0 3 2
DC 55 I  = 2 , M , 2 0 3 3
S K I )  = 4  0 3 4
o  o  o o  o  o O o
• • •
• • •
■ -J » •
• 00 • •
• • •
I'M -H H O 2 O  X *D X H H - i m LA m X z 3>
TI n o n X > *n i/> -c m  -o 2 2
II II Ll? II II o  o  o n LA »—t II C
II vO II —1 ti l / l l / l l / l H LA n II II
j-h iQ IV VI m I— II
O I-* 2 -o VI *3»* II ii n o 2 -1 • ►— 30 73
l/ l —1 2 c I—* vO o «#* o 70
i—> 1 -1 m  n , • o  o  o  • M m 'V x X  2—►f* —1 3 O'- If • • • o 2 73 ■V "0
w X II 's, O © o n o m T. IV (V •tt
-H m IV u o 2 z ~Z • • 73
* # I-* • m m V. o O X
O X i/i * UJ <; 73 h-* '•s X
• o o o VI t* 73 N,
VI i> UJ w ■< * 3 73 «
- i <> ■» o C 73
- i o o o TI
m VI ■n © 3
73 o +
>-* 73 H 3
71 -1 X X
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c x 3: tiII li
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ZG = 0 C 0 S ( T * D . 5 »  0 7 1
/  0 7 2
> • .  . . B = Ig l  = /A I = fk, +  J L .  h i  0 7 3
1 "  w+M "  0 7 4
B = P * D S Q R T ( R R * R R + 1 . 0 - 2 . 0 * R R * D C O S ( T ) ) 0 7 5
ZD = D S I U ( T )  0 7 6
' • • • • A N  I S  THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE VECTORS A AND P 0 7 7
A N = D A R S I N ( Z 0 * R R * P / 8 1  0 7 8
BN a  P I  -  D A R S I N ( Z D * P / 6 )  0 7 9
CA = DCOS(AN)  0 8 0
CB =  D S I N ( A N )  0 8 1
BA = DCQS(BN)  0 8 2
BB =  O S I M ( B N )  0 8 3
CC a  CA*ZG -  CB * ZF  0 8 4
CD =  CB* ZG + C A * Z F  0 8 5
i i . i / i  ' ' 086* . . . D  = I ft ■+ > /  0 8 7
m  p i  0 8 8
•  • • • A P B  = I 3 +  Jsl »■. 0 8 9
. 0 9 0
. . • • A P B  = I f i - & )  0 9 1
BK  0 9 2
•  • • • RMA = BRINKHANN KRAMERS MATRI X  ELEMENT -  T * *  0 9 3
CO* 094
•  « • •  RMB = MATRIX ELEMENT OF THE F I R S T  ORDERr .  X *  0 9 5  .
0 9 6
D = 2 • 0 * P * Z F  0 9 7
APB. = (RPM-t -RMP) /RPM*D 0 9 8
AMB «  1 • D /  R PM * 2  •  0 * P  * Z  G 0 9 9
RMA = - 1 8 3 7 . 1 * 3 2 . * P I / l 1 . + 8 * 8 ) * * 3  1 00
RMB = 0 . 0  101
W R I T E ( 6 « 3 1 }  NT 102
DI NC1  = 0 . 0 0 5  DO 1 0 3  "J
D I NC 2  = 0 * 1 DO 1 0 4
TH3 = AN + T 1 05










RINC2 = 0 .0300
AO *  PI/2.ODD -  AN -1 7 2 .0 0 0
FCD = OCOS(AD)
FSD = OS INC AD)
FF2 = RPM
FF = AM*AM -  AM + AP*P#P 
FFA = -  AM*D*D 
DO 515 IX -  1 ,5  
T i l  ( IX )  = 0 .0  
T I2C IX ) = 0 .0  
T 13 I I X ) = 0 .0  
TI4C IX ) = G.O 
T I 1 0 ( IX) = 0 .0  
TI11C IX ) = 0 .0
TI12C IX ) = 
515 CCNTINUE
0.0
THIS PART OPTO STATEMENT 98 CALCUALTES RMB = < ^ 1  "5 f? / ° >
FOR THETA 
I t  LM
. LCPP 98 I S  
DC 9 8  NS =
RBM = 0 .0  
S *  I N S - 1 ) * H H  
ZA = DCOSCS)
ZB = DSI MCS)
»LOOP 9 7  I S  FOR PHI  
DC 97  NP = 1 .  MM 
•'PH =  ( N P - 1 ) * H H H  
ZC =  DCOSCPH)
COG = ZA*GCGS( BN) 
CCP = ZA*l)COS ( AN)
INTEGRATION BY SIMPSON'S METHOD
INTEGRATION
+ Z B * O S I N ( B N ) * Z C  
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CO K-l /—4 f—4 *—II W
<  L  +  +  +  OCO QC
44 3  n  n  o  -  -  ia  w h  h r\| rvi h
4 4 0 4 4 4 4 4 4  —  —  O O  o  x. o  u  u  j  j  •> <i* O Z E Z _ J _ J 0 4 s j  (N •
— -4 II II II II 11 11 II
II —i cvj rn >}■ in *-■ (N
h-lN -J—1-J^-JrsJrvl
1
ZZt31 = ZAO -  fUMCl
ZZ14) = Z AO + RINC1
ZZ(5) = ZAO ♦ RINCI+ RINC2
ZZ(6» = 1 .0
LI = 1
LF = 5
I F  f Z Z t 3 ) • L E . O . 0 )  GO TO 4 0 1  
I F t Z Z l 2 ) . L E . 0 . 0 >  GO TO 4 0 2  
I F ( ZZ t 4 ) • GE.  1 . 0 )  GO TO 4 0 4  
I F t Z Z t 5 l , G E « l . O ) GO TO 4 0 5  
GO TO 4 0 3
401 LI = 3 
ZZ(2) -  0 .0  
ZZ(3) = 0 . 0  
LLt 5) = LLt 3}
GO TO 403
402 LI = 2 
ZZ(2) = 0 .0  
LLt51 = LLt 31 
GO TO 403
404 LF = 3 
ZZI4J = L.O 
ZZ(5) = 1 .0  
L L t1) = LLt 3)
GC TO 403
405 LF = 4
ZZt5> = 0 .0  
LLtlJ  = LLt 31
403 CONTINUE
DO 516 NX = 1 ,5
HItNX) = tZZt NX + 1) -  ZZtNX) J /tLLtNX) -  
516 CONTINUE
DO 190 IJ = L I ,L F  
HIH = H i t I J 1 
ZST = ZZt IJ )
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975 CONTINUE
T I 3 U J )  = T 13 C t J ) + P J 3 * V W * Z A * H S  
T I 4 ( I J )  = T I 4 U J )  4 P J 4 * V W * Z B * H S  
P J I O  = 1 . 0 DO -  R * P J 1  








P J1 2 = l . O D O -  R * P J 2 2 5 6
T T 1 0 C I J >  = T I 1 0 ( I J )  + P J1 0 * V W * H S 2 5 7
T i l l t I J )  = T I 1 1 1 I J ) + P J l l * V X * h S 2 5 8
T I 1 2 C I J )  = T I 1 2 (  I J  ) + P J 1 2 * V W * H S 2 5 9
CONTINUE 2 6 0
CONTINUE 2 6 1
T J l  = T I K I ) + T I  I t  2 ) + T I  I t  3 ) 4 T I  I t  4 ) 4 T I 1 1 5 ) 2 6 2
T J 2  = T I 2 t l ) + T I 2 1 2 )  + T 12 ( 3 ) 4 T I 2 1 4 )  4 T I 2 1 5 ) 2 6 3
T J 3  = T I 3 1 1) + T 13 ( 2 ) 4 T I 3 ( 3 ) 4 T 1 3 t  4 ) 4 T I 3 1 5 ) 2 6 4
T J 4  = T I 4 ( 1) + T 1 41 2  ) 4 T 1 4 1 3  ) 4 T 1 4 (4 ) 4 T I 4 1 5 ) 2 6 5
T J10= T l l O t 1) 4 T I 1 0 ( 2 1 4 T I l O t  3) 4 T I 1 C ( 4 )  4 T I 1 0 ( 5 ) 2 6 6
T J l l = T i i n i ) 4 T H i t  2 ) 4 T l l l t  3 > 4 T I  I K  4 )  4 T I  11 ( 5) 2 6 7
T J 1 2 = T I 1211 ) 4 T 1 12 (  2 ) 4 T I 1 213 ) 4 T 1 1 2 1 4 )  4 T I 12151 2 6 8
TJ1  = 
T J 2  = 
T J 3  = 
T J 4  = 
T J 1 0  = 
T J l l  = 
T J 1 2  = 
T DUM = -  





O C O N J G ( T J l )
D C 0 N J G I T J 2 )
DCONJG(TJ 3 )
0 C 0 N J G ( T J 4 )
+ DCUNJG(T J 10 )
4 D C O N J G ( T J l l )
4 D C O N J G t T J 1 2 )  
( 2 . 0 * P * C C 3 - 8 * C C 4 ) / t  2 . 0 * P * C S 3 - B * C S 4 )  
l . O D O / D S Q R T ( 1 , 0  4 TDUM *TDUM )
T J l  
TJ 2  
TJ 3  
TJ 4  
T J 1 0  
T J l l  











DO 541 I X  = 1 ,5 278
T IB I IX ) = 0.0 279
T 19 ( I X) = 0 .0 280
CONTINUE - 281
L L I l )  = NC*1D 4 1 282
LL12) = NC*10 4 1 ■ 283
LLC3) = NC*20 4 1 284
LL(4) = LLt 2) 285
LL(5) = L L t I ) 286
o
T7.(I> = 3 .0
TZ(2> = TX20 -  RINCl -  RINC2
TZ(3) = TX20 -  RINCl
TZ(4) = TX20 + RINCl
TZ(5) = TX20 + RINCl + RINC2
T Z (6 ) = 1 .0
LTI = 1
LTF = 5
IF (T Z (3 ) .L E .O .0 )  GO TO 601 
IF (TZ (2)»LE .O .O > GO TO 602 
IF IT Z ( 4 ) .G E . l .O )  GO TO 604 
IF (T Z ( 5 ) . GE.1 .0 )  GO TO 605 
GO TO 603
601 LTI = 3
TZ(2) = 0 .0  
TZC31 -  0 .0  
LLC5J -  LL(3)
GO TO 603
602 LTI = 2 
TZ(2) = 0 .0  
LL(5) = LL<3)
GO TO 603
604 LTF = 3
TZ14) = 0 .0
TZ(5) = 0 . 0  .
L L t l ) = LL (3)
GO TO 603
605 LTF = 4
TZ (5) = 0 .0  
L L ( I f  = LLI3)
603 CONTINUE 
P Z (l)  = 0 .0  
PZ<6) = PI
DO 542 NX = 1 ,5




































DO 570 IJ = LT I,LTF  
HTH = HT( IJ >
ZrS = T Z ( IJ )
LLS = L L t IJ )
DO 570 NS2 = I ,  LLS
ZA2 *  ZTS ♦ ( NS2-I)*HTH








1000 P I8 ( NA) = 0 .0  
PI9(NA) = 0 .0  
IF tNA.EQ .5) GO TO 1001 
NA = NA + 1
GO TO 1 0 0 0
1001 CONTINUE
IF IZ A 2 * EC.1 .0  00) GO TO 707
TPO = TDUP *Z A2/Z02
IFIOABS(TPD). GT.1 ,0 0 0 ) GO TO
TPO = DARCOS( TPO)
LP(1) -  NC*20 + 1
LP12) = NC*20 ♦ 1
L P (3) = NC*20 + 1
LPI4) = N0*23 ♦ 1
LP(5) = NC*23 + 1
P Z(2) = TPO - DINC1 - DINC2
PZ (3) = TPO - DINC1
PZI4) = TPO + DINC1
PZ 15) = TPO + DINC1 + CINC2
I F ( PZ m . L E . P Z ( l ) )  GO TO 701
IF (P Z (2 ) .L E .P Z (1 ))  GO TO 702 



































IF  IPZ15 ) » GE.PZ< 6 ) )  GO TO 705 
GC TO 703
701 LPI = 3 
PZC3) = 0 .0  
PZ12) = 0 .0  
L P I5 )= NC*30 + 1 
GO TO 703
702 LPI = 2 
P Z I2 ) = 0 .0  
LPI5J=NC*30 + 1 
GO TO 703
704 LPF = 3 
PZC4) = PI 
PZI5) = PI
LPI11 = NC*30 + 1 
GO TO 703
705 LPF = 4 
PZI5) = PI
LP (1) = NC*30 + I
703 CONTINUE
DO 544 NX = 1 ,5
HP(NX) = (PZ(N X +1)-PZ(N X)) / 1LP( NX >-X> 
544 CONTINUE 
GO TO 706 
707 CONTINUE
L P I I )  = NC*40 + X
H P tl)  = (P I -  0 . 2 ) / ( L P ( 1) -  I )
HPI2) = 0 . 2 0 0 / ( L P I2 ) - l )
LPF = 2
706 CONTINUE




DO 569 NP2 = ltLLP
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79 CONTINUE 467
TFCS = TFC S*2.0*P I 468
TACS = TACS*2.0*PI 469
TSCS = TS CS *2 *0 *P I  470
WRITE{6,23) TSCS,TFCS,TACS,E 471
P *  P*DS(JRT(2.0D0) 472
OR(NE) = TSCS 473
ENINE) -  2 .0 *E  474
EE *  E /5 0 , 475
ES -  DSQKT < EE» 476
ET = DATAN(ES) 477
BKtNE) = 12, 8 * P I / E E / ( 1 ,+EE)#*5  478
OF(NE) = TFCS 479
SJ(NE) = B K tN E )*(( 1 2 7 ,+ 1 4 . /E E + 2 .0 /E E /E E I / l9 2 . -E T /E S /9 6 . * (8 3 .+ 1 5 . /  480
1 EE+ 2 ,0 /E E /E E ) + E T *E T /9 6 , /E E # (3 l ,+ 8 , /E E + l , /E E /E E ) )  481
100 CONTINUE 482
WRITE (6 ,3 0 1 )  483
WRITE(6 ,2 3 )  EN(NE),BKtNE),SJ(NE),OR(NE),OF(NE) 484
300 CONTINUE 485
23 FORMAT(IX*80 1 5 ,6 )  486
31 FORMATtIX,15) 487
25 FORMAT(IX,9 0 1 4 ,6 )  488
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the incident proton. The interference from the e la s tic a lly
scattered protons in this angle range is found to be small.
In the Born approximation, i t  is easily estimated that the
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The interproton potential term should not contribute to the 
transition amplitude, to the order m/M, because of the 
following reason. This interproton potential, to the order 
m/M, can be replaced by a potential which is a function of 
the coordinate joining the center of masses of the colliding  
aggregates and therefore cannot give rise to excitation or 
rearrangement.
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